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Joshua and Tomilade used to be good friends for high school. Dey recently recognised 
each  other for one support centre for pipu wey don returned to Nigeria after irregular waka  
abroad. Surprised to find out say dey both be returnees, dey agreed to meet up later for 
one restaurant to discuss deir ordeal.

HI JOSHUA!

CHAPTER 1 HI TOMILADE!

My dear 
friend!

I dey  
surprise  

to see you  
for de  

returnees  
support  
centre.

hope  
You no 
mind to 

Share wetin
happen,  
How you 

take  
end up for 
dis centre?

I still find E 
dey hard to  

believe say I be 
one of d victim  

of human  
trafficking.

After high 
school I 
wanted...
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Nah dat dat time I meet Madam 
Gold tha thow my life was about 
to take a drastic turn.

... to become filmmaker, Nah my childhood dream be dat, maybe get a job for Nollywood. 
Chasing dis dream be like impossible. I have to secure admission into university. Though I 
been pass with flying colors, I no con make de cut-off mark. I have to wait for another year. 
While waiting I con decided to practice hairdressing and earn extra money, maybe save up for 
University.

WOW!  
I LOVE  
Wetin  

YOU’done  
DO

WITH MY  
HAIR!

Dey  
call me
  Madam  
Gold. And  

you?

My name nah  
Tomilade.
I dey work
here to earn  

some money so  
I fit pay for  
university.

go love to help you Tomilade if  you 
let me. You fit earn more as a  

hairdresser for England.

I get  
connections  
for Europe  
and fit  
help you  
get there.

Madam, I  
don’t know  

wetin 
to say.
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After long chat with Madam Gold on de golden opportunity, she decide to meet with my  
parents and convince dem to let me travel to England even though I No know her well.

Your daughter fit do great if she go Europe, she 
go make more money while waiting  for school. 
She fit even further her studies  abroad. I dey 

sure dis go dey beneficial to her  and de family. 

AH!
This  

nah good  
news!

My friend get a big  
hairdressing salon for 

England and Tomilade go  
work and stay with her.  
She go also feed and  

accommodate Tomilade.  
De only expensefor your  
side nah to pay de travel  
fee, which nah 800,000  

naira. 

I appreciate your 
kindness to assist  
our daughter...

...but we 
don’t have de  

money to meet all  
dese expenses.

You don’t have to  
worry sir, I go pay  
de full amount and  
help her get travel  

documents ... though  
she go have to pay  
me back de money  
once she starts  

work. Since she dey 
travel by air, she  

go dey safe.
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After I bid farewell to my family, I comot for house with Madam Gold. I think say I dey 
for safe hands. I trust Madam Gold, even my parents too.

She take me to one house and introduced Mr. Kinsu as de man wey go  
take us to England. Madam Gold leave me for Mr. Kinsu’s house with four  
other girls wey dey also plan to travel. 

My name nah Mr. Kinsu.  
You go stay with me  

for one week before you  
travel to England. You  
go first take a six-hour  
flight to France. For de  
airport, you go meet  
someone wey go take  

you to England.

Hand me  
your phones  
for now, you  

go get   
chance to  
call your  

parents when  
you reach  
England.
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I met dis girl wey I go to travel with to England. Her aspirations  nah to 
become a rapper. She felt say she get greater chance of gaining popularity 
overseas.

Wetin dey weird to me be say dat Mr. Kinsu no want Ade and I to 
talk. I no con understand why but i keep am to myself.

I was told  
say England  
get a lot of  
opportunities  

for me to be a  
rapper.

Maybe I go  
dey famous  
... like Nicki  
Minaj. Huh?

You no 
suppose to  

speak  
to each  
other!!

?!!

All dese weird 
instructions?! 
Why Mr. Kinsu 
con take 
our phones? 
Why our 
passports and 
tickets con 
get different 
names and 
ages? I dey 
worried.

Mr. Kinsu explained say de waka abroad 
officials go only allow us to travel alone 

if we dey above 18, hence de false 
names and ages. I dey hope dis no go 

bring problems for future.
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Dey booked me on de same flight with Ade. De rest of De girls  
had to wait till De next day. I guess say nah to avoid any 
suspicions since we dey use fake documents. Flying for de first 
time in my life nah very exciting experience! I no fit contain my 
joy seeing de world from above de clouds. 

When I arrived for France, I dey excited but at de same time I dey worried say de  wak 
abroad officers fit notice my fake travel documents. I no want make dey no deport, me 
dis nah my only chance to make am for life.

DIS is  
BEAUTIFUL!
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Move aside 
madam.

Your 
passport 
madam

Wetin?! Why  
 dey pulled  

dat girl aside?!

What if dey  
do like dat to  

me?
If dey sabi say I dey  

am travel with  
fake documents, my  

dreams fit end  
right here.

If dey ask me, I am to present  
myself as a student wey dey go 
to study computer engineering 
in .... wetin be dat university  

name again?
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Luckily, I get through waka abroad officer. We met Oga 
Idris wey go take us to England. 

Hello girls, 
I am Oga 

Idris.

For now I dey  
take you were  
you nah go 

spend the night.

We go leave for  
England tomorrow

Both of you,  
give me your  
passports,  
I go need  
to process  
your trip  

to England  
tomorrow.
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After driving for some minutes, we stop for de front of one house wey Oga Idris ring 
d bell. One woman come out, and den Idris asked de other girl, Ade, to get her  things 
as she go stay with de woman. I dey fear slowly.

Take your  
bag and  

follow me.

After dis, he come back to de car and continued our journey  
without saying one word. I con too dey frightened to ask questions.

You go  
stay with  

her.

I wonder why he  
leave Ade behind  
with dat woman?
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Oga Idris carry me to one house were I meet one lady wey  
introduced herself as Aunty Ada. Dey left me dere with her.

Dis is de  
girl, her  
name is  
Tomilade.

Hello, Mr. Kinsu!

GOOD JOB!

Both girls don 
Been dey delivered 

to deir buyers.

Why he 
dey leave 
me here?

Hi! 
I am 
Aunty 
Ada.
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Nah right den I been realized I don  been trafficked.

Now, tell me, you know 
anything about making 

garments?

Forget dat! You no dey go  
anywhere! De reason dey bring you 

here here nah to work for me!

The rest  
of my girls  
go teach  
you about  
garment  
making.  
If you  

work hard,  
you fit  

earn your  
freedom.

AH!
PLEASE, 
PLEASE 
MADAM 
DON’T 

DO THIS!

PLEASE 
MADAM, 
LET ME 

GO!

UH... no 
madam. Actually 

I am be 
hairdresser,  
I dey go to  
England to  
work there.
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Back in Nigeria, Tomilade’s parents dey worried about her  
silence. Dey get a lot of unanswered questions.

It’s been 
seven months 

now, we 
neva  

hear from 
Tomilade, 

Wetin fit don 
happened?

All my efforts to get in  
touch with Madam Gold  
been dey unfruitful, she’s  
no dey were to be found. OH God,  

please  
help us  
find our  
daughter!
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Aunty Ada get garment making shop for the outskirts of Paris. During de day, de other girls 
and I dey work like slaves for hours for de garment factory, without pay or any breaks.

For night, I dey share de floor of a small cold garage with de other girls. Wey dey beat or  
denied food when Aunty Ada felt say we no dey work hard enough. Other times, we dey 
violated by Aunty Ada’s ‘male friends’.

How I go ever escape  
from dis hell? I get no  
passport and I no no  

anyone around who fit help!

STUPID GIRL! Stop 
day dreaming and 

start working.
Forget dat  

stupid dream  
of yours.  

Don’t let me  
catch you  

day dreaming  
again!

If you 
want your  
freedom,  
den work 
for am!
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I lived like dis for two years. Once, Aunty Ada locked me 
for de garage for seven days without food because I been 
fail to finish my tasks on time. 

2 YEARS LATER

Wetin dey happen to 
me now?

Nah wetin I get for 
chasing my dreams?

Shey I go  
die here?

Dis nah de 
end?

Silly girl! Your laziness don cost me 
a lot of money. I no fit tolerate dis  
kind of incompetence any longer.

Lazy people 
like you 

don’t deserve 
to live! 

Worthless!

ABEG NO  
KILL ME!
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Before she fit pull de trigger, de police broke in and rescued me and everyone else. Dey don 
received a tip-off about Aunty Ada’s illegal activities. She dey arrested and charged  together 
with her staff.

I dey so  
lucky on  
dat day.  
After de  
rescue, de  

police

contacted  
my family  
and we  

reunited two  
weeks later.

URGH! 
POLICE? DROP 

DE GUN 
NOW!

You dey under arrest 
on charges of
human trafficking 

and murder!

I... 1... had  
nothing to  
show for de  
two years I  
worked but

 I dey 
happy to be  

alive 
and safe  

back home.
SNIFF!
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I dey always dream of becoming a big star like Iheanacho and Ndidi, wey nah big Nigerian  
footballers for Europe. After I finish my secondary education, I joined one local football team  
as I wan to join college. My father, wey dey work as a taxi driver, no get enough  money for 
me to go to college. But my uncle don promised he go pay the fees once I see a college.

I was worried about my  
father. He dey work long 
hours  but still no fit  make 
ends  met. He dey straining 
himself  a lot for him old 
age. He still dey educate my 
three  younger siblings. My 
mother get one small shop 
wey she dey sell vegetables, 
wey no fit still generate 
enough  money for the 
family. I hoped to assist dem.

I hear many young  
talented footballers get  
connections to join top  
football clubs abroad. I  
pray dis luck fit also  
fall on me. dat way I fit 
earn enough money  to ease 
de burden for my  parents. 
Determined to  make life 
better for me  and my 
family, I looked for  ways 
to get to Europe.

What 
about 
you? Wetin 

pushed you  
to want to  

waka 
abroad?

I no see any 
prospects  

for me as a  
footballer in  

Nigeria.

De main  
reason nah  
to make a  

career out of  
my passion  
for soccer.

CHAPTER 2
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De following day after a local match, one  
of my team mates (John) revealed say he  
know someone wey fit help me waka abroad 
to  Germany through de Sahara Desert.

One of my close friends, Charles, joined a soccer academy for Germany. I decided to reach  
out to am and ask him if he fit assist me to get recruited to de academy.De next step nah 
to find quick way to get to Europe.

Good luck Joshua, I  
go dey wait for you.

De recruitment  
process for de  

academy ends in  
6 months. I be  
17 years old and  
dey only accept  
young people  

between ages 8  
to 18.

If I apply  
for a visa de  
process fit  

take too long or  
dey might reject  
my application.

But if I use the  
Libya route I fit   
get dere faster.

I noticed  
you played  

poorly  
today, wetin 
dey bother  

you?

Thank you  
very much  
Charles, I  
go start  
planning  

for my trip  
right away.
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I plan to  
waka abroad to 
Germany but 
I need to get  
dere fast. You 

know  
how de visa  
process dey  
too slow.

Charles say  
if I fit

make am 
to  Germany 
he fit help  
me get into  
a football  
academy.

I want to  
use the  

Libya route  
but I no

know where  
to start.

Dere get 
a lot of 

opportunities  
for me to  
grow as 
a football  
player  

overseas.  
Also the  
clubs pay  

deir players  
very well. 

Don’t worry  
bro, I know  

somebod who  
fit help you  

waka abroad to  
Germany. Meet me 

tomorrow and 
I go take you 

there.
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John connected me with de person wey fit help me waka abroad. His name nah Mr. Pindu.

I met with my uncle wey don promised to pay for my college  
fees. But I decide I go use de money to fund my trip.

Dis happens to people wey 
no dey pay the total cost  of 

deir journey and agree  
to work for Libya in order 
to  repay deir debts. All 
you  need to do is pay de 

full amount before you begin  
travelling.

You come to de right person! I go even  
help you get some fake visa documents to  
join de academy. If you can pay 550,000  

naira e go will cover everything.

I dey aware say 
some people wey  
use dat route  

risk being sold as  
slaves. How you 
fit avoid this?

Dis nah  
600,000 naira.  
I hope e go  
cover for  
de three  

semesters?

It’s more  
dan enough.  
Thank you  
very much!
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I meet with Mr. Pindu and pay am  de 550,000 naira (roughly  
USD 1,300). He tell me de journey would last a maximum  of 
two weeks. With a small bag of clothes, shoes and a water  
bottle, I began my journey to Europe.

This nah  
de full  
amount  

as agreed.

E go dey better  
for me to not tell  
any of my family  
members about  

dis trip.

Your documents 
never ready yet,  
but when you get  

to Germany call me  
and I go arrange  
for you to receive  
dem. Here is...

I go surprise  
dem when  
I get to  
Germany.

Dey go  
Dey so proud  
watch me  

participate for  
big matches.

... my business 
card.
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I start my journey from Lagos. I and 17 other people [fellow waka abroad] dey ushered into 
a  bus wey carry us to Abuja. We headed to Kano, den across de border towards Niger.

Dey drop us for one building not too far  
from the border were we go asked to  
wait for another vehicle. Later we headed  
for Agadez, a town for Niger.  

We go then dropped off for one compound 
called de ghetto’. We stay for de ghetto 
for eight days were I spent fe night  
sleeping on de floor for one dark damp room  
and ate food I carry come with me.
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We were joined by more waka abroad from other West African countries such as 
Mali,  Senegal, Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire etc. One night, a group of men wey  hold guns 
lead us to  various pickup trucks outside de compound.

We start our journey again, dis time through  
de Sahara Desert. De sun burnt us and de  
desert wind filled our eyes, mouths and even  
inside our ears with sand. I only carried a  
jumper were no dey enough to protect my  
face from the dust and heat.

Dis  
heat  

dey too  
much!
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For night, we sleep by de side of  
de truck.

From time to time we stopped and drink  
from one of de water jerrycans. We only 
carry  five of dem.

Dere was no guarantee e go last de 
whole trip so we took turns to drink 
for small portions.

De journey continues to get tough. One time, due to heat and exhaustion  
one of de passengers fall off de truck, but de driver no stop.
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After travelling for three weeks, we later arrived for Sabha, an oasis city in south 
western  Libya. I think we were to take another vehicle wey go take us to the coast 
for  de second part of de trip across de Mediterranean Sea to Europe. I approached de  
person wey go  smuggle me to Europe and ask when we go fit dey head dere.t

Excuse  
me, when  
we dey go  

to de 
coast?

Relax 
kid, de  
boats 
go dey 

ready till  
tomorrow.

I come across trucks stuck for de desert as well as  
stranded waka abroad wey done been robbed or 
abandoned dere by smugglers.
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I find one spot to spend de night till the next day. Suddenly, de smuggler came  
demanding 3,000 Libyan dinars (roughly USD 650) to continue with de journey 
to de Libyan coast. Dis tske me by surprise.

It turned out say he dey demand ransom money. De smuggler beat me, carry away my 
clothes and imprisoned me alongside other waka abroad, including a young pregnant woman. 
Dis nah were I discovere de truth about Mr. Pindu.

Hey, I  
saw dis 

fall comot  
from your  
pocket.

It belongs  
to de  
person  
wey dey  

help
me get to  
Europe. 

Are you crazy?  
I don already  
paid de full  
amount! I  
no get 

anything left.

Silly boy! Who you think you dey  
shout to? You go pay dat money  or 
be a slave for de rest of your life!

Either call your family and ask dem to 
pay de ransom money, or I go sell you 

off like  piece of cloth!
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De phone  
number 

nah fake.

Young man,  
I recognize  
de face  
on dis  

business
card.

He nah de 
same person  
wey tricked 
me into  
travelling  
abroad. 

He con 
convinced  
me dat  
he would  

connect me 
with a big  

Italian farm. 

Unknown  
to me, de  

intention  nah  
to traffick me  
into Libya for  
slavery and  
prostitution.

I don been here  
for one year with  

no hope of escaping  
... my situation 

done became more  
complicated when I  

sabi say  ...

I managed to  
get in touch  

with my  
brother wey  
promised to  
pay. But...

Sorry to 
cut you 

off. 
Wetin 

happen if 
I no wan  

pay?

Dey go sell  you 
off to be a  

slave. I no fit  
guarantee dey  
go set you free, 
but if dey no 
get any  cash 

from you, dey go 
make you suffer. 

WAIT
 WAIT

I don  
pregnant. I  
begged dem  
to let me go  
but dey say  
only if I pay  
a ransom.
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My plan to call ‘Mr. Pindu’ dey hopes he fit pay de ransom, were shattered. I dey dismayed 
to sabi say he be de reason behind my kidnapping. I get no choice but to call my  father. I 
feared wetin he go think of me, leaving de country for secret, and also misusing  de school 
fees my uncle gave me. But I no get choice, he be de only one I fit reach  out to given fe 
desperate situation dey in.

Seems we are  
early, de boat  
is yet to arrive  

here. 
I wonder how  

papa managed to  
raise dat ransom  
money for such 
a short time...

How  I go 
start over for  
Europe? I don  

placed my  
hopes on dat  
traitor, Mr.  

Pindu.

Nice doing 
business 
with you, 
hehehehe!

You go wait 
for boat  

heading to  
Europe in de  

morning.

Your  
old man  
pay de  
ransom.  
You dey  
lucky.

You  
go let  
me go  
now?

Dey did not  
bother to  

tell him dat  
dey don  

set me free.  
He must dey 
confused.

I go have to  
wait and see  
what awaits  

me. First thing  
I go do when  
I reach de  

other side nah  
to call papa  
and let am  
know I dey 

safe.
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We con embarked on de journey across de  
sea on one flimsy rubber dinghy with over  
100 people.

A few hours into de journey, we con dey  
apprehended by de Libyan coast guards. 
I lost all hope.

I was taken to a Libyan detention centre, wey I experienced all forms of dehumanizing  
conditions, including starvation and poor sanitation. Dey been offer me bread and water 
once a day.  Dere was only one toilet for about 40 pipu – E dey disgusting. We dey sleep 
on de cold floor with a small piece of cloth to cover ourselves.

OH NO
NO NO 
NOOO!
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I lived for de centre for 10 months and with de assistance of a charity organisation, I  
returned voluntarily to Nigeria. I come back to my father. I dey so ashamed to face am after 
all I done do. In all dose months of silence, dey assumed de worst, dat maybe de  kidnappers 
don kill me. My father don fallen sick from all de stress. 

Wetin hurts  
most nah to  
realise he sell 

his taxi to raise  
de ransom  
money.

I dey so lucky  
he found an  
immediate  

buyer,  
otherwise...

Papa,  
forgive 

me I dey 
so sorry, 
all I want 
was to 

chase my  
dream.

I want to  
dey 

successful  
and make you  

proud.

I just  
glad  
you 
dey  
safe.

Joshua  
my son!  
You know  
I have  
always  
been  

proud of  
you.

I never  
expect  
you to  
prove  

anything  
to me!
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... I might 
not have  
been here  

today.

GOSH! 
I dey so 
sorry  

Joshua.

I guess we  
both don

get a second  
chance.

Same here,  
no more  

shortcuts to  
success.

YES! Tomilade,  
I still hope to play  
for big clubs, but  
I no go take any  

shortcuts to achieve  
my dreams. And if  
I am to fly abroad,  

I go rather use  
de legal means.

So Joshua,  
tell me, you 

dey still  
interested  
chasing  

your dreams  
overseas?

DE END
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1. Wetin you think about Tomilade and Joshua’s story?

2. Which of the storylines una think is a case of human trafficking and irregular  
waka abroad?

3. Wetin una think de smuggler tell Tomilade not to speak with de other girls? 

4. Name/highlight de risks and dangers Tomilade and Joshua dey exposed to.

5. Wetin motivated Joshua into traveling irregularly?

6.  Wetin be some of de signs wey fit help you identify a trafficker and a  smuggler?

Activities
ACTIVITY 1: UNDERSTANDING THE JOURNEY
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ACTIVITY 2: INVESTIGATING MIGRATION EXPERIENCES IN YOUR 
COMMUNITY

Ask your parents and relatives to find out if they or anyone they know has tried 
to migrate irregularly. Ask them the following questions:

Have they heard of anyone facing any of the following risks on the 
journey? (Circle any that apply)

A dangerous sea
journey

A dangerous land
journey

Problems with
police or border
officials

Problems with
smugglers

Deportation
Unsafe or
unhealthy living
conditions

Illness Tough weather
conditions

Theft

No access to
services (like a
doctor, housing 
or food)

Violence and
abuse Exploitation

List any other
risks they faced:

In the end, what happened to the person? (Circle the best answer)

They reached
their destination
and were granted
asylum.

They reached
their destination,
but were not
granted asylum.

They died or 
went missing.

They are still
trying to reach
their destination.

They were deported. They returned home voluntarily.

If something
different happened, 
write it here:



Instead of migrating irregularly, I would consider...

because...
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Irregular migration is not the only option. For many people, there are ways 
to live a safe and happy life at home or abroad without taking dangerous 
journeys. 

Take a look at the alternatives listed in the box below.

ACTIVITY 3: DISCOVERING SAFE, LEGAL ALTERNATIVES TO IRREGULAR 
MIGRATION

 Work visas             Student visas            Resettlement            Asylum

           Family reunification            Work opportunities in Nigeria

Learn a vocational skill   Opportunities to study in Nigeria

Choose one alternative to research. Discuss this alternative with family and 
friends or research it on the internet or in books to find out more. Then fill out 
the text below
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Asylum seeker: The status of a person who has fled from persecution or serious 
harm in their country and is applying for international protection and refugee 
status in another country. Although asylum seekers often arrive in a country 
illegally, the Refugee Convention states that they must be given access to fair and 
efficient asylum procedures and measures to ensure they live safely while their 
claims are processed. If an asylum application is accepted, a person becomes 
a refugee. Rejected asylum seekers are often ordered to leave the country and 
maybe expelled in the same way as any other irregular migrant.

Refugee: A person whose asylum application has been successful and is allowed 
to stay for a certain amount of time, because they have proved that they would 
face persecution back home.

Subsidiary protection: Subsidiary protection is international protection for 
persons seeking asylum who do not qualify as refugees. This may be granted 
when a person’s asylum application is rejected, but it is recognised that serious 
harm can come to them in their country of origin.

Irregular migrant: A person who has entered a country irregularly, does not 
have the correct travel documents or a valid visa, and therefore lacks legal status 
in a transit or host country.

Economic migrant: A person who voluntarily migrates to another country to 
improve their quality of life. If an economic migrant arrives in a country irregularly 
and without a valid work visa, they can be arrested and sent home.

Migrant: A term that covers all those who leave their country of origin, whether 
to claim asylum out of fear of safety, to join family members and friends or to 
improve their socio-economic conditions.

Unaccompanied minor: A child who is under 18 years of age and who is migrating 
or has migrated to Europe without at least one adult who is responsible for their 
care by law or custom.

Voluntary return: The assisted or independent return to the country of origin, 
transit or another third country based on the free will of the returnee.

Forced return: The compulsory return of an individual to the country of origin, 
transit or a third country on the basis of an administrative or judicial act. 
Deportation and removals are forms of forced return.

Exploitation: The action or fact of treating someone unfairly in order to benefit 
from their work.

Human smuggling: The facilitation, transportation, attempted transportation or 
illegal entry of a person or persons across an international border, in violation of 
one or more countries’ laws, either clandestinely or through deception, such as 
the use of fraudulent documents.

Human trafficking: The facilitation of the travel of a person with the intention 
of exploiting them soon after.

DEFINITION OF TERMS



To find out more about The Migrant Project, visit the website:

Pidgin: https://www.themigrantproject.org/pidgin/
Yoruba: https://www.themigrantproject.org/yo/

This project is co-financed by the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund (AMIF) of the 
European Union and the Federal Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Austria.


